
LOOK 
BOOK  

Discover the new Fingerbrush collection inspired by the 
70s color palette paired with a timeless lookbook.



Embark on a nostalgic journey with «On the Road Again», 
our latest collection that captures the vibrant essence of 
the seventies. Romain Salvaggio & Fabrizzio Castelano 
created a collection of four unique looks inspired by the 
color palette.  
 
Meet Sierra with her bright orange bob, Lennon rocking  
a yellow blowout, Skye flaunting voluminous hairstyle,  
and Avery with an elegant blue updo



Romain Salvaggio

Fabrizio Castellano is a creative stylist, defines 
his style, infusing fresh ideas into fashion.  
 
Heading the PASSAGE BLEU team, his approach 
to hairstyling and beauty is innovative and 
wide-reaching. He crafts trendy seasonal 
collections, introduces new techniques, and 
shares his knowledge in academies. Also, he’s 
an ambassador for L’OREAL PROFESSIONNEL 
and a FEBELHAIR trainer.

Instagram: @fabrizziio.Castellano Fabrizio Castellano 

Romain Salvaggio is a 27-year-old hairdresser 
endowed with numerous professional qualities. 
Recognized for his creative talent in colors but 
especially for his attentive listening to the needs 
of his clients.

An accomplished hair artist, he shares his 
expertise through various training sessions. 
He excels particularly in balayage, ombré, and 
styling cut techniques. His mastery of these 
techniques allows him to achieve exceptional 
results and to pass on his know-how to other 
professionals in the hairdressing industry.

Instagram: @romainsalvaggio_hairartist





Meet Sierra turning heads with her intemporal bob 
that’s as fiery as her free spirit. Her timeless bob 
cascades in a vibrant orange hue, reminiscent of a 70s 
sunset. For her, this is not just a hairstyle; it’s a state-
ment — a seamless blend of classic charisma while the 
bold color speaks to her fearless soul. Sierra’s look is 
a celebration of individuality, inviting you to embrace 
the enduring allure of a look that’s both iconic and 
refreshingly contemporary.
 
Sierra’s intemporal bob is more than just a nod to the 
past — it’s a beacon for the future of fashion.

Sierra



SierraSierraSierraSierra



TOOLS TO 
ACHIEVE 
THE LOOK 

Silkcut Pro : Clean and precise fringe cut 
Essential Style Blend : Create perfect transitionning from dark roots to intense tips
Expert Blowout Shine : Perfect for a classic blow dry with the ends tucked under
Fingerbrush Care Iconic «Orange Dream» : Final touches





Lennon takes the stage with her 
captivating yellow blowout, crowned by a 
sweeping fringe that frames her daring gaze.  
 
Her hair - a cascade of golden tones -  
flows with the ease of a classic 70s siren, 
reinvented for the modern maverick.  
 
With each look, Lennon tells a story of bold 
expression and unrestrained elegance,  
a true embodiment of the collection’s 
free-spirited essence.

Lennon



Expert Blowout Speed : Achieve a voluminous blow dry and create natural waves
Fingerbrush Care Iconic «Yellow Sunshine» : Final touches

TOOLS TO 
ACHIEVE 
THE LOOK 



LennonLennonLennonLennon





Skye’s hairstyle is a whimsical fusion of  
precision and freedom. Her voluminous blue 
waves cascade from her pink roots, embodying 
the spirit of the seventies. The top boasts 
meticulously crafted waves, while the lengths 
transition into an exuberant fluff, mirroring 
Skye’s playful and unrestrained essence.  
 
Her look is a bold statement of creativity  
and craftsmanship.

Skye



TOOLS TO 
ACHIEVE 
THE LOOK 

Double Clip : Crimp technique
Expert Style Up : Help to relaxed & untangled the crimp technique
Fingerbrush Care Iconic «Blue Jeans» : Backcombing, straightening, detangling & final touches



SkyeSkyeSkyeSkye



Avery

Avery exudes a polished charm with her 
sophisticated updo, a nod to pin-up finesse 
with a modern twist. Her striking blue roots 
melt into a polar blonde, creating an air of 
classic elegance with an edge.  
 
Her style is a deliberate dance between the 
formal and the audacious, a perfect harmo-
ny of vintage glamour and boldness. 
 
Avery’s presence is a quiet statement of  
chic sophistication.





TOOLS TO 
ACHIEVE 
THE LOOK 

Expert Blowout Speed : Voluminous blowout from the roots
Expert Style Up : Create a flower like pattern using the brush tail 
Fingerbrush Care Iconic «Blue Lagoon» : Back combing & final touches 



AveryAveryAveryAvery



CHANCE TO WIN A  

CITY 
TRIP

TO PORTO FOR TWO PERSONS*
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